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range of O&P topics (Table 1). Because of their federal funding, 
the proceedings of these conferences have been made openly 
available on the Academy’s website at www.oandp.org/jpo, 
making them a valuable secondary knowledge source.

Literature Updates: Begun by Samuel Phillips, CPO, the Acad-
emy’s Literature Updates are intended to keep busy clinicians 
updated on new research findings. Hundreds of academic jour-
nals are published every month. Periodic updates are performed 
in which the PubMed database is searched for those articles rela-
tive to O&P care. The titles of the articles that pass this screening 
process are sent out in a periodic e-mail to the Academy’s e-mail 

will likewise pose a continued challenge to the 
usefulness of new medical insights. With these 
factors destined somewhat to lower values, the 
usefulness of developing medical information 
relative to O&P care will be determined largely 
by the work required to obtain it.

This work is decreased when knowledge 
that is tucked away in the pages of an obscure 
academic publication is translated from its 
primary form into a more accessible second-
ary form.

Secondary Knowledge Sources
In contrast to the difficulties associated with 
obtaining medical information from primary 
knowledge sources; i.e., the original research articles, second-
ary knowledge sources translate that knowledge into formats 
that remove many of these barriers. They do so by summarizing 
research findings and placing them in context with similar find-
ings. In O&P, several secondary knowledge sources have been 
developed as potential resources for clinicians in search of useful 
medical information.

State of the Science Conferences: Beginning in 2004 and 
funded by a grant from the U.S. Department of Education, the 
American Academy of Orthotists and Prosthetists (the Acad-
emy) began hosting State of the Science Conferences (SSCs). 
To date, ten such conferences have been held, spanning a broad 

Table 1: State of the Science Conference (SSC) Topics

DATE TOPIC

2003 Orthotic Treatment of Idiopathic Scoliosis and Scheuermann’s Kyphosis

2004 Post-Operative Management of the Lower Extremity Amputee

2004 Orthotic Treatment of Deformational Plagiocephaly, Brachycephaly and Scaphocephaly

2005 Orthotic and Pedorthic Management of the Neuropathic Foot

2005 Prosthetic Foot/Ankle Mechanisms

2006 Outcome Measures in Lower Limb Prosthetics

2006 Knee-Ankle-Foot Orthoses for Ambulation

2007 The Biomechanics of Ambulation After Partial Foot Amputation

2009 Upper Limb Prosthetic Outcome Measures

2010 The Effects of AFOs on Balance

Date indicates the year the SSC findings were published in the Journal of Prosthetics and Orthotics (JPO), which does not 
always correlate with the year the SSC was held.
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Knowledge Translation…continued from page 42


